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Your New Newsletter
It’s been a while since the last newsletter but
we’re now back in production so there is no
excuse for not sending in those articles and trip
reports. I’m sure all members of the club would
wish to thank Moira for her work on the
newsletter since May 2003.   Ideally I’d like to
produce four newsletters each year although
this is somewhat dependent on time and
suitable content being available. I don’t
envisage any radical changes in the format of
the newsletter although do expect to see more
colour content.  I appreciate that this may not
always be favourable to those of you that print
it at home and I will try to achieve a balance
between a newsletter that is attractive whilst still
being functional. Most importantly I need both
content and feedback from the membership.
If you’ve sent in articles and they are not in this
issue then they’ve not necessarily been rejected
and will probably appear in a future issue. Just
remember there may be an award for the best
article!

Thanks are also due to the other members of
the committee who stood down this year. Barry
Wright for chairing the club since 2005, Pete
Collins for his work as meets secretary and Kay
King for keeping a tight rein on the club
finances. Replacing them on the committee are
Paul Turton who narrowly beat Bob Lee in a
vote for the chairman role, Sue Templar takes
over as treasurer whilst Sally Woodbridge has
the job of membership secretary. Jenny Walker
has also made a return to the committee and
takes on the reinstated position of club
president. Please remember that the committee
always appreciates any feedback or ideas. The
effective running of the club also relies on your
support especially when it comes to meeting
and greeting potential new members in the pub.

2010 Climb & BBQ + Other Dates for your Diaries
This years annual climb and barbeque will take place earlier than in previous years on
the 4th July. Climbing at Green Park from 12-4pm followed by the barbeque at
Wendover Woods until 7.30pm. Charcoal will be provided but bring your own food
and drink.

Family Meet - This years family meet will take place later than normal being over the
weekend 30th July - 1st August. As usual it will be at Caseg Fraith and we will be
looking for volunteers to contribute towards  the  catering.

Dinner Meet - The Dinner Meet will take
place in the Lake District  over the weekend
17th - 19th September with both the meal and
accommodation being held at Rydal Hall near
Ambleside. (www.rydalhall.org). Pete Templar
will be sending out more details and menus in
the near future.  There are 36 spaces in the
bunkhouse. As with last year there will a
selection of real ale boxes for which a small
fee will be charged. Note bookings for both
the family meet and the dinner meet will be accepted in advance.

Autumn Slide Show - 8th November - Time to show what you’ve been up to over
the summer, pick your best picturesout now. To make things more interesting the format
may be slightly different than normal!

Chiltern Chase - Time to start training or thinking of a good excuse as the Chiltern
Chase will take place on the 14th November. As with last year there will probably be a
2 wheeled alternative to the run. Last year the cycles route was more popular than the
run which makes me think that it is regarded as something of a soft touch, so we could
be looking to redress the balance! Just for the record last years event saw four runners
and I think seven cyclists with the men’s race being won by Nick Haine in a time
somewhat over 1 hour! In second place was Richard Andrews with Sally Woodbridge
the first and only female.

Christmas Dinner - In another departure from tradition we are looking to hold this
years Christmas dinner on Friday 17th December. A suitable venue has yet to be found
so if anyone has any bright ideas please contact Pete Templar.

See the back page for a definitive list of meets and events

Dorothy Wright
11th September 1962 - 19th April
2010

Ten of us went to Dorothy’s celebration of
life ceremony at the Milton Chapel,
Chilterns Crematorium, Amersham on
Tuesday 11th May 2010.

The service was beautifully led by a
Humanist celebrant who introduced several

of Dorothy’s friends, work colleagues and
fellow supporters of the theatre world. A
wonderful letter was read from her mother
who sadly was unable to be there.

We realized that in the relatively short time
we had known Dorothy we did not have the
benefit of those who spoke so movingly of
her intelligence, abilities, skills, interests and
single mindedness. They also spoke of the
darker side of her complex character that

led to her tragically to taking her own life.

'The light that burns twice as bright burns
half as long....
and you have burned so very brightly.'

(From the film 'Blade Runner'.)

Jenny Walker

  Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

Rydal Hall Bunkhouse
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The last week in March saw thirteen club members and a
guest head to Costa Blanca. These were Pete Collins,
Richard Andrews, Dave Mountford, Jon Erwood, John

and Kay King, Pete Templar, Nick and Sally, Mike and Lyn,
Mick Barnes, Nikki and Nikki’s sister Sarah.  We all flew out to
Alicante, hired cars at the airport and eventually met up at the
Orange House, which is accommodation aimed at groups going
climbing in the area. The property is ideally situated for getting to
the numerous crags in the area but fell a bit short with the facilities
that it offers.

While the accommodation could have been better, the climbing
in the area met everyone’s expectations. We climbed every day
with the only rain being seen on the Saturday evening and as we
were leaving the next morning it did not impede us at all. Most of
the crags that we visited, Toix, Echo Valley, Sella and Guadalest
were within about a thirty minute drive and the furthest crag we
went to, Marin, was about an hour.
Echo Valley has a newly bolted crag with lovely rock aptly called
Echo1.5 as it is situated between Echo crags 1&2. It quickly
became our “local crag” with, I think, every route being climbed
by one of us at some point during the week.

Views from the Orange House were very impressive with the
nearby mountain, Puig Campagna, offering many full day
mountain trips. Nick and Sally had a big day on the mountain
completing the 13 pitch Espolon Central while JohnK and PeteT
took on an 8 pitch route called “Aristopheles”. On this occasion

the mountain won with the climbers abseiling off having “lost”
the route; nevertheless they enjoyed a good day out and know
that the route is still there to be climbed.
Another impressive “lump” of rock is the Penon de Ifach. It is at
the end of a bay opposite the Toix crags and sits at the end of a
strip of high rise tower blocks and towers over the seaward side
with wonderful views out to sea. PeteC and Richard took
themselves off early one morning to climb Via Valencianos an F5+
8 pitch route on the Penon and were back early having completed
the route and enjoyed the seaside experience including paddling
and ice creams.
Early in the week 6 of us drove off one morning to complete the
traverse of the Bernia Ridge. I am told by those who know about
these things that it is similar to the Aonach Eagach Ridge in
Scotland. We all set off on the approach 1 hour walk-in but got a
bit strung out; Long legged Collins leading the way with Mick B
plodding along bringing up the rear. Richard realising that we
were likely to be too strung out came back and we then carried on
but didn’t see the leaders; in fact we didn’t see them again until
the end of the day. This left Mick B, Dave M and Richard
thinking that we knew the way to the start of the route. After an
hour or so scree bashing we realised that we couldn’t get on the
ridge and had to make our way back down. Richard decided that
he would run and catch up with Pete, Mike and Lyn. He
eventually found them but having been up 2 more scree slopes
decided not to carry on with the ridge. This left Pete and Mike to
complete the ridge traverse while Richard and Lyn opted for the
route around the mountain. In the meantime Mick and Dave M

Richard relaxing after a day on the Penon

Climbing Trip – March 2009
Costa Blanca, Spain

Mick Barnes

Sally belaying on Espolon Central
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decided to return to the car, have a beer and then explore to find the
correct route to the start; we eventually found the way we should have
gone and wandered back to the car to meet up with the others. Later in
the week Richard and Mick decided to try again to do the route.
Saturday morning found us taking DaveM to Benidorm bus station to
catch his bus to the airport; the plan was to drop him off early then go
to the ridge for the second attempt. This plan quickly unravelled when
having driven around and not finding the bus station decided that we
would have to drive to the airport. Looking at the map on the way to
the airport we realised that we hadn’t been in Benidorm at all but in the
next town! The theme running through this trip was clearly getting
lost. In fact it was only on our return that it was disclosed that Mike,
Lyn and PeteT managed to get lost on the way to Luton Airport.
One trip that was undertaken without the way being lost was when
John, Kay, Lyn and Jon did a via ferreta. This was a first, via ferrata not
route finding, for Lyn and Jon and one that was thoroughly enjoyed. In
fact there were lots of firsts for various people during the week and one
of these was Jon Erwood leading his first F5 route at Marin. Another
first was Nikki’s sister, Sarah, leading her first outside routes and we are
led to believe terrifying herself at the same time.
While the main climbing is on sport routes, there are also plenty of
trad. routes to go for. One day four of us, PeteT and Mike and Mick
and Dave decided to go for some 3-4 pitch trad routes. But once again
the “getting lost” theme came into play. While we were climbing on
nearby routes it came as a surprise to find the four of us sharing the
same belay point and the route ahead looking decidedly more than the
V.diff we thought we were climbing. Once again the mountain won
and we beat a retreat down the mountain; I even managed to abseil on
the wrong side of a tree and ended up doing a traverse to the belay
point.
The time to return arrived all too soon but with a good weeks climbing
behind us we came back to the UK refreshed and ready to plan another
foreign trip and maybe with a bit more experience less chance of
getting lost in so many different ways.

The Bernia Ridge

New Climbing Walls in Northampton
and Milton Keynes
Two new local climbing centres are due to open this
summer providing much needed facilities  to Milton
Keynes and Northampton.

The Milton Keynes wall which is being built in an
industrial unit in Kingston is due to open in July and will
have 1,400 m2 of roped climbing and bouldering. This
is a joint venture between some locals and Steve Mayers
who runs the  Beacon Climbing Centre in North Wales
so should be good. More info can be found at

http://bigrockclimbing.blogspot.com/

Meanwhile up in Northampton the construction of
another new wall is well underway. The Pinnacle
Climbing Centre in Far Cotton is also due to open
later this summer and will feature around 60 roped
lines upto 12m high as well as a large bouldering
area. As the photos show construction is already well
advanced. More Info can be found at

www.thepinnaclecentre.co.uk

The Pit at Milton Keynes

Northampton

Milton Keynes
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Hut Review

Lowe Alpine Houdini
By Bob Lee
I was looking for a small, light
rucksack to use for cycling when I
came across the Lowe Alpine
Houdini.  Basically, it’s a
lightweight, 16 Litre sack that
packs away very neatly into its
own its own lid pocket.

Lots of uses for this, it’s great for cycling, just
carrying a warm layer, a choccy bar, phone
and wallet, also great for a short walk.  Since
it packs away into such a small size, you can
always throw it in with your kit, saves always
having to use a full size sack.  Very useful on
a multi-pitch route, carry it up packed and then
just use it to carry the few bits a pieces you
might need.

They say it will hold 60m of 10mm rope, and
one use is as a rope bag, but it can’t be opened
out like a proper rope bag can.

It’s very well made and
clearly a lot of thought has
done into this, as much as
would have gone into a
full size sack.  My only
criticism is that it needs

a chest strap to stop the
straps sliding off your shoulders.  There

are loops on the straps for a chest strap, you
just need a make one.

Can’t remember what I paid for mine, £20 I
think.  A quick search on Google found it for
£18

REVIEWS

Pen Ceunant Uchaf, Llanberis, www.chestermc.org

Location: Approx 1kM up Snowdon track outside of Llanberis - Road is very steep so could extremely
dodgy if icy!
Sleeping: Sleeps 18 on Alpine platforms reached by very steep stairs and low doors.
Eating and Drinking: Apart from Pete’s Eats, Llanberis is bit of a desert when it comes to welcoming
hostelries. On the last meet we ended up driving to the Galt-Y-Glyn hotel which is located about half a mile
outside of Llanberis near the DMM factory. Although small they do offer real ales and good value food with
their Pizza and Pint offers (http://www.a1tourism.com/uk/galltygl.html). The hut also has a lawned terrace
out the front with great views towards the coast which would make a great place for a summer barbeque.
The hut hat has a well equipped spacious kitchen and a dining room. There was no obvious evidence of
full time fury residents.
Climbing & Walking: A short drive will get you to the Llanberis pass or the slate quarries whilst Cloggy
is probably within an hours walk. Turn right out of the gate and you can join the hoards on the Snowdon
tourist path or for a quiet day head over to Moel Eilio

The club has a meet at this hut in May 2010 (Just make sure you lock the door)

Ron Fawcett - Rock Athlete
Ron Fawcett (with Ed Douglas), £20 hardback

Jerry Moffatt - Revelations
Jerry Moffatt (with Niall Grimes), £12.99 hardback

Both published by Vertebrate

These books chronicle the careers of two of the most influential characters in
the recent history of British climbing; the reserved Yorkshireman, Fawcett and
the ‘super-brat’ Jerry Moffat . By the time I started climbing seriously in the late
eighties Ron Fawcett had already completed the majority of his ground
breaking first ascents and although the likes of Moffatt, Dawes and Moon were
pushing the boundaries in terms of technical difficulty and boldness, the aura
and stature of the man was yet to be eclipsed. To an impressionable 17 year
old (and probably many others), Ron was still the undisputed rock god. The
format of both books is a fairly formulaic life story but they are nonetheless
absorbing and entertaining for it. Both are very interesting in that they highlight
the hardship and poverty that these climbers were prepared to endure during
their early careers.  These were the days before sponsorship, and living on the
dole was the order of the day, a lifestyle that is probably not possible today.
Jerry Moffatt’s tales of the sheer squalor they lived in whilst dossing in the sheds
at Tremadog and Stoney Middleton, and of the house in Sheffield he shared
with Ben Moon offer both entertainment and disgust in equal quantities.  In
terms of the climbing action my personal favourites are Ron’s account of his
attempt to solo Positron at Gogarth and Jerry’s account of the first ascent of
Masters Wall on Cloggy - two definite contenders for the buttock clencher
award! As well as describing their main climbing achievements, both books
also cover their family lives and careers since their heydays. Fawcett diversified
into other sports including paragliding and fell running whilst Moffatt, following
from his involvement in the Sheffield Foundry climbing wall, has become
something of a property entrepreneur.  One particular item of personal interest
in Ron’s book is a picture taken of him with his young daughters whilst on
holiday in the Ardeche - probably the same week when a group of us were
camped next to him and his family at Mazet Plage. On one particular evening
when Bob was being rather loud a distinctive Yorkshire voice asked us to keep
the noise down - we are not worthy!
Nick Haine

GEAR BOOKS VIDEOS HUTS....
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The weather conditions were looking good so on Saturday evening
we set off for Pen-y-Pas and got to the Pen-y-Gwryd in time for a pint.
It was then up to the Pen y Pas car park for a few hours 'sleep' in the
back of Diccon's car. We were nice and warm with thermarests,
sleeping bags and even a duvet! However we hadn't banked on the
wind shaking the car all night long! Alarms were set for 5am but
somehow it still took us an hour to get ready so we set off from the
car park at 6am in a the dark and accompanied by a howling gale.
We knew we weren't the first mad people as two others had left the
car park at about 5.30 and we caught occasional glimpses of head
torches in the distance as we approached Snowdon along the Pyg
Track. The path was virtually clear of snow and ice until about 800m
and then it was time for crampons. We were opposite the Trinity face
as it got light but despite the forecast being for blue skies, the clouds
were down and it took us a few minutes to get our bearings with the
help of the guide book and compass. The snow conditions were
excellent with very good neve.

 Our goal was one of the classic Trinity gullies – either Central
(I/II) or Right Hand (II/III). The route up to the Spider, where most of
the gullies radiate from, was well trodden and easy to find. We
decided to rope up at the Spider and spent another few minutes
assessing the conditions. As it was impossible to tell what it was going
to be like higher up we decided to play safe and head for Central
and were soon heading up towards Trinity Buttress! Luckily Diccon
soon realised we were heading up the wrong gully and we were
able to traverse back to Central without too much trouble.

 Moving together alpine style we made good progress with
Diccon putting in the occasional piece of protection. Snow conditions
continued to be good with a little bit of ice where the gully narrows.
Luckily we were also sheltered from the wind until the last 50 feet

when it hit with a
vengeance. Diccon was in
front and managed to claw
his way to a small rock
pinnacle to put the rope
round to bring me up and
we were both on the
summit by 10.15am.  We
learnt later that gusts of
100mph had been
recorded by the weather
station, which explained

why we had to crawl those last few feet on our hands and knees,
and use axes to stop ourselves from being blown away. The walls of
the new cafe provided a brief barrier to the wind as we had a hot
drink and a quick bite to eat before battling our way back down the
main path by the railway to the top of the Pyg Track. Given the
conditions it was surprising how many people were out in normal
footwear and slipping around without crampons. It was very sad to
learn later that two brothers had died in a fall on Clogwyn Coch.

 As it was still quite early we decided to go and have a look at
Ladies Gully, a shorter Grade III route to the right of the main Trinity
gullies. By this time it was much easier to find our way to the start of
the climb as the cloud was starting to lift but it wasn’t clear from the
bottom how good the conditions were going to be higher up. The
snow conditions at the bottom were still very good but the route looked
like it had only had one or two ascents so a certain amount of step
kicking was required. After the first hundred feet we could see the
middle section of the route a bit better and as it was looking a bit
bare we let sense prevail and retraced our steps.
We were soon back on the Pyg track again along with the tourists
who were out for a gentle Sunday stroll, including what seemed to
be a coach load of Chinese complete with the mandatory cameras
and wearing street clothes and shoes! Hopefully they all got down
safely. The weather was also starting to improve and there were blue
skies over the rest of North Wales and some excellent views.

 The final part of this great day might put me on the danger list
for an award but as we walked out I couldn’t work out why Diccon
was striding off into the distance while I was getting slower and
slower. I thought I should be reasonably fit having just come back
from a week in Scotland but my pack just seemed to be getting
heavier and heavier. Thoughts of Roland and sneaking rocks into
rucksacks passed through my mind but I knew Diccon wouldn’t be
that mean – would he?
The mystery was solved when I put my hands behind me to lift up my
sack and take some of the weight off my shoulders and felt coils of
rope pushing through the bottom. Before we’d set off we’d shared
the loads – Diccon taking all of the ice screws and other protection
and me taking his 50m rope. In my sleep deprived state I’d completely
forgotten that I’d already got my 50m rope in the bottom of my sack.
So I’d carried two 50m ropes plus my old heavy axes and other
winter gear all the way in and out again – no wonder I was feeling
knackered by the time we got to the Pen y Pas cafe for well earned
hot pasties and bread & butter pudding.

Diccon in the Trinity Gullies

Barry!

By Barry Wright
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Many years ago, for myself and Pam, our regular holiday location
was one of the Scottish island groups, the only discussion we ever
had was just which one.  So, over the course of the years we visited
the Outer Herbrides (now called the Western Isles it seems) several
times, several of the Inner Isles, Orkney and had two  trips to Shetland.
That was all 20 years ago.  Then we started to go further afield and
the islands got forgotten.

Last year, after the club meet in the Cairngorms we returned to
Shetland and did so again this year.  The aim of this piece isn’t a
blow by blow account of what we did, but more of a fact sheet that
hopefully will encourage others from the club to visit, what we
consider to be a rather special place.

So, where are they ?
Most road atlas move Shetland to get it on the same page as a part
of Scotland, so most people don’t really know where it is.  The answer
is that it’s almost midway between the top of Scotland and Norway.
It’s about the same distance to Aberdeen as it is to Bergen (for this
reason it had a very important role in WW2, see later).

There are three main Islands and very many smaller islands, some
close by and some a considerable distance offshore.  The three main
island are called Mainland (not to be confused with the Scottish
mainland), Yell and Unst.  Ferries link the main islands.  The capital
is Lerwick, on Mainland.

While we are here, lets get the name right.  The correct name for the
whole group of Islands is Shetland, not ‘The Shetlands’ or any other
variation that includes the plural.  Its simply, Shetland (got that one
of my chest).

How to get there ?
We take the ferry (Northlink) from Aberdeen.  Most people are
surprised to find that it’s a 12 hour overnight crossing, hence my
earlier note about not really knowing where they are. I have to be
honest, it’s not cheap.  This year, for two of us and my Focus, it cost
£530.  About £200 of this however was for the overnight cabin.
This is expensive but well worth it since you do arrive very fresh after
a good nights sleep, but this is an area where you can save money

The other way to get there is to fly of course and Flybe go there from
Edinburgh. I haven’t looked into the cost of this but I’m told that car
hire is expensive.

Why go there at all ?
Our overriding reason for going to Shetland is wildlife, seabirds in
particular, also other birds, seals, otters and whales.  For seabirds
it’s the best place in the UK and it’s probably the best place for otters
in Europe.

It’s not all about wildlife however.  There are about a zillion miles of
coastal walking, it’s all coast and the vast majority of it is accessible.
Much of the coast is spectacular and much of the walking is over
wonderful, short, springy turf.  It’s also quiet, a madding crowd would
be to meet two other pairs in the day. Do something not in one of
the walks books and you are on our own.

The other reason for us is the photography (750 shots this year).  Just
amazing scenery, wherever you look. It’s a great place for a cycle
tour (which was what we did on our first trip), and last but not least,
just the general atmosphere of the place, a sense of peace and a
general slowing down falls over me as soon as we enter Lerwick
harbour (yes, I can slow down, contrary to popular belief).

Weather
Another one of those misconceptions.  Most people think of Shetland
as a bleak, cold place with lots of wind, rain and mist.  I must start
by saying that our experience is limited to mid June but in four trips
in that timeframe, we had had very few bad days and more than our
fair share of very good ones.  One thing about the weather is that it
generally passes through rather than hangs about, so can change
very quickly.  This is good and bad.  It’s good, because what starts
as a wet morning can turn in to a sunny afternoon, but bad, because
of course it can work the other way round.

There is one element of the weather that I must own up to however
and that is the wind.  There is always a wind, it never stops (just think
of where it is).  The winds that bring the good weather, nice sunny
days, are also cold, dry winds.  This means that the sun can be
shinning from a cloudless sky, and you are wearing a windproof and
fleece hat (the alternative title for this piece was ‘Windproofs and
Sunblock’).

When to go
The sea cliffs would seem very quiet and uninteresting without the
seabirds on them but you  have to remember that these birds spend
most of their time at sea (hence the name) and only visit the cliffs to
breed.  June to mid July is therefore the time to go.  Going at this time
also means you get to see the ‘Simmer Dim’ where the sun does set
but it never actually gets dark.

Camping
Not that many ‘proper’ campsites but the three that we have used
(all on mainland) are excellent, all with good faculties.   The wind
however, can make camping a little taxing since you can rarely sit
outside in comfort.  If (likely) we go back next year, I’m getting a
bigger tent with a porch area big enough to sit in and cook in comfort.

Biohazards
Remember this is the home ground of breeding birds and some of
them defend their territories against all comers, including humans.
The ones to watch out for are the Skuas(Great Skua or Bonxie to give
it its local name and Artic Skua) and then Terns (Common Tern and
Artic tern)

Doing the Skuas first, the Great Skua(Bonxie) is far the most common.
Big bugger, 5 foot wingspan and built like a brick outhouse.  Armed
with a beak designed to rip things like Puffins apart.  They defend
their territories by flying at your face, only turning a few feet away
when you can hear the sound of the air in their wings.  And that’s
not the one to worry about, that’s only to get your attention.  The one
to worry about is his mate coming from behind.  This one will turn
inches from your ear or even give you a clip round the back of the
head.  It’s all very scary stuff.

On the Skua front, the first good news is that they breed inland and
if you stay to the cliff edge are generally not on their territory so they
are not a big problem.  If you stray inland or try to take a shortcut,
this may not be a good idea.  The other good news is that the pairs
hold individual  territories, so generally its only one pair attacking at
once, but you may be moving from one territory to another.

The terns are small, delicate white birds with a very sharp pointy
thing at the front.  They dive for fish and will dive at you.  Actually
hitting you and drawing blood is not unknown.  The terns nest in
colonies and will attack on mass.  Typically they nest on shingle
beaches so when you see a tern colony, best give it a very wide
berth.

I s lands of Dreams
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The other biohazard (or lack of) is the dreaded midge.  Again, our
experience is limited to mid June but they have never been a problem.
For the reason, see my notes on the wind (they can’t fly in the wind)

Highlights
This is a short list of some of the ‘must see places’ in Shetland, but
full list is much much longer and I’ll bore anyone that wants more info
in the pub

Noss
This really is the ‘must see’ place and is one of the wildlife spectacles,
certainly of Europe, if not the World (at least for places that our easy
to reach).  Noss is a small island, its easy to walk around in a day
and is home to 20,000 gannets, all on the same cliff.  It really is an
incredible experience to stand at the clifftop and take in the sights,
sounds a smells.  There are birds just everywhere, on the cliffs, in the
air and on the water, all calling and making a racket.  I won’t talk
about the smell(everything has its downside). Getting there is easy,
it’s a 10 mins ferry from Lerwick, a 3 mile drive, walk or bike ride
and then 5 mins in the warden’s inflatable, across to the island

The other thing to do as well as walking  around Noss, is take the
boat trip around it.  It takes three hours and is a really good afternoon
out.  Two outfits run the trip, one charges £40 each(which seems a
lot) and the other charges £20 (guess which one we took)

Fair Isle
Not all of the islands are close by Mainland.  Fair Isle is about 20
miles offshore and its about 3 miles long by 1 mile wide.  Another
‘must do place’, just for the peace and solitude, plus the scenery.
However, please don’t think, ‘that’s just  an easy walk, I only need
one day’.  Firstly, you would be wrong about being  an easy day
walk, Fair Isle has 40 miles of coastland.  Secondly, please stay long
enough to be able to soak in some of the atmosphere of this magic
place.

Two ways to get there, the first option is to spend 5 hours in a tiny
tub of a boat (the Good Shepard IV), trying to hold down breakfast.
The second is to shell out £50 and enjoy a 10 min flight over the
islands and the sea.  It’s a no brainer as far as I am concerned (and
yes, we did take the boat once).

This year we stayed at the South Lighthouse which I can really
recommend, very friendly and amazing food (they have to feed you,
there is no pub on the island).  The other place to
stay is the bird observatory, which is also run as a
hostel, but is currently a building site, the new
building should be up and running for next year

Herma Ness
he next most spectacular place to watch seabirds
after Noss and the chance to get as far North as
possible in the British Isles.  Located at top of Unst,
it’s two ferry rides through the islands to get there
and then a three mile walk in, but well worth it all

Esha Ness
On of the few busy places in Shetland and that’s
because you can drive to the very cliff edge.  It’s
where the North Atlantic meets some very
immovable, volcanic sea cliffs with some impressive
results.  Most visitors only see the bits that are an
easy walk from the car park (nothing  unusual there),

but this area has some really good coastal walking and one of the
campsites.

Sumburgh Head

The other busy place, famous since, again, you hardly have to get
out of the car to see the seabirds.  Not nearly as impressive as Noss
or Herma Ness.  However when you are there, go to the ancient
settlement  at Jarlshof which has been really well done, and then have
lunch at the Sumburgh Head Hotel.

 Lunna Penisula
An easily overlooked place of sheer magic, if a bit out of the way.
It’s on Mainland and only about a 45min drive from Lerwick but easy
to overlook. Fantastic scenery with its deeply indented fiords and two
very different coasts.

The north coast is the best place in the world to watch otters.  Drive
up to the very end and take a long, slow, quiet walk with lots of stops,
just to scan the bays and rocks.  I can’t guarantee an otter  but we
struck lucky the two days we were there (very lucky the first day with
a pair of cubs).  If you really want to see an otter then a couple of
people run guided trips and I think this were they will take you.

The south coast is more like a mountain range in miniature, very
complex with a lot of up and down and the best route is never obvious.

If you want to stay at Lunna, then check out the B&B at Lunna House.
Owned by Tony and Helen Erwood (Mike’s brother), brilliant food
and accommodation in a very well restored historic building.  During
WW2, fishing boats ran clandestine trips at night, during the winter,
to and  from Norway to ferry across agents, resistance workers and
arms.  This was known as the ‘Shetland bus’ and the operation was
run from Lunna house, lots of info on it at the house.

And a great view from the front door !

Well, that’s it, anyone wanting more info, just see me at the pub.

Bob Lee
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Wednesday 9th – Chinnor – Gatwick – Innsbruck. An early
start, up at 02.30 for a 03.00 departure to Gatwick. Caught 06.35
Easy Jet flight to Innsbruck. A good flight, it left on time and landed
early. Bus to town cost 1.70 euro and took about 20 minutes. Went
to our pre-booked hostel, dropped off our bags and had lunch in
town. Innsbruck is a very small and clean town and the locals seem
very friendly. After lunch we went back to our room, sorted our kit
out and then we all had a nap for an hour or so. Feeling refreshed,
we went out for a couple of drinks and a meal, getting back by about
20.00 Everyone seems to speak English and are pleased to help us.
We plan to get up about 06.00 tomorrow for our first day’s walking.
Weather so far has been very good – let’s hope it stays that way.

Thursday 10th – Innsbruck – Neder – Innsbrucker Hut. Got up
at 06.00 and caught the bus from town to Neder. Started the walk
at 08.15 and had a gentle plod up the valley to Pinnisalm where we
stopped for hot chocolate. The height gain to this point was about
550m. It was easy walking with the height being gained over app.
6k. From here to the hut the path steepened, and then we started the
ascent out of the valley to reach the hut at 2370m. The weather has
been fine and having reached the hut by 13.15, we sat outside and
drank a beer. The hut is very good and the bed spaces cost nine euro
each. Now, it’s time for a shower, relax with the evening meal and
sort out tomorrow’s trip. The only problem I have encountered today
is having left, I think, my glasses at last night’s hostel. When we get
a signal, I will ring them to see if they have found them. Late
afternoon/early evening the weather has closed in a bit and it is a
getting chilly.

Friday 11th – Innsbrucker – Bremer Hut.  Went to bed early last
night, 19.45, very tired, but looking forward to today’s trip. Up at
05.45 and on way by 07.30. The day’s trip involved three passes
and finally a 200m ascent to the hut. The day was quite long, about
nine hours, and the weather was not good. It rained, sleeted and
almost snowed on the first pass. The highest point of the day was
Pramarspitze at 2511m. At the end of the day we chose the route
direct to the hut. It turned out to be shorter but with a lot of extra
ascent. We arrived very tired but in good spirits. The hut was covered
in cloud and definitely had an autumnal feel about it. Not good news
about my glasses; phoned the hostel and nothing has been found. I
have contact lenses but no back up. Will keep my fingers crossed
that I don’t have any problems with them. If anyone can remember

me on Green Gable a few years ago with broken glasses they will
understand why.

Saturday 12th – Bremer to Nurnberger Hut. This was meant to be
our “moving” rest day. We decided on a late start and got away by
09.00.The first part of the route was all uphill and we eventually
arrived at an old border post at 2775m. Then the day really warmed
up, not temperature wise because it was cold with snow in the air,
but with some fun over about a 1500m descent. It started over rough
ground with a few snow patches and then across some sheer rock
faces protected by fixed wires. It wasn’t quite scrambling but it was
exposed. I enjoyed it but John and Keith were a bit overawed by the
experience. Eventually, we got down and then had a gentle ascent,
aided with some fixed wires. We ended up above the hut and finished
the day with a gentle walk down and a couple of beers. The weather
again was not good with some rain on the descent which made it a
bit slippery.  However the conditions were not as bad as yesterday.
We arrived at the hut at 15.00 and were very much slower than both
the guide book and fingerboard quoted times.

Sunday 13th – Nurnberger to Sulzenhau Hut. Had a good night’s
sleep and woke to similar weather to yesterday. John, who had been
unwell yesterday evening, thinks he has food poisoning. Suggested
that if he was really bad we should go down to the valley but he said
that he wanted to go on so we left again at about 09.00. The route
was immediately up and we reached a col that reminded me of a
very craggy volcano top. We clambered into the bowl and up the
other side to see the next valley that we would be crossing. While
John and Keith waited at this point, I walked up to the summit, the
Mairspitze at 2775m. It is marked with a big cross and two park
benches for walkers to take a well earned rest. It was at the col that
we got a decent phone signal, phoned home and were told the good
news that the weather in the UK was great! We started our descent,
which was initially very steep with wire protection, but eventually the
path eased to a “normal” mountain trail. There was some exposure
on the descent but no fixed wires across rock faces like yesterday.
We ended our day with the crossing of what appeared to be the
remains of a glacier moraine and a final ascent to the hut. We arrived
at about 14.00, again much slower than the indicated times. Like
yesterday, we got a room to ourselves and having done some
washing, showered and shaved, I sat in the dining area and drank

The Stubai
Rucksack Route

Austrian Tyrol
By Mick Barnes
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Sodomy!
 By Mike Padmore

The Sunday of the April meet, Allan Wilkinson and Mike Padmore spent over five
hours doing Sodom, with John Erwood enthusiastically joining in the fun. A great
time was had by all, even allowing for some awkward thrutching on the last pitch.

Actually, the *** VDiff route on Dinas Cromlech is usually called Flying Buttress. It was
originally christened Sodom by Menlove Edwards when first climbed by him but The
Climbers Club sanctimoniously refused to publish the route under that name.

Menlove Edwards was a notable climber of the interwar period who wrote guide books and
also poetry based on his climbing experiences. He was also a self 'outed' gay at a time when
other gentlemen climbers who enjoyed the exclusive pleasures of male-only company in
lonely mountain huts probably kept a tad quieter about their secret passions.

Menlove was the original Iron Man or adventure racer. In 1944, he completed the first Greater
Traverse of the Cuillin in 12 1/2 hours. He was back at his starting point in Glen Brittle
within 24 hours (and I doubt he hitched a lift). Within a couple of days, he rowed to Rhum
and Canna and back in squally weather, for fun. That took him eighteen hours.

Menlove was, by all a accounts, a strong minded but troubled man. He kept true to a personal
code that went beyond being honest and open about his sexuality. He was a respected clinical
child psychiatrist and also a conscientious objector during World War II. He believed that
life should be unencumbered by rigid restrictions that dictate acceptance of what is 'normal'
and which reject behaviour outside that norm. No doubt he felt he had much to prove at a time when homosexuality was a criminal act, but nonetheless,
he was in many respects a very modern person. Unfortunately, he was also a lonely one and his personal life made him vulnerable to bouts of depression.
He committed suicide with a cyanide capsule in 1958.

But he remains remembered for his significant contribution to British climbing. His first ascents number many other classic routes in Llanberis Pass,
including Spiral Stairs, Crackstone Rib, Nea and Brant. No doubt Menlove had other names for them, as well!

"I grew up exuberant in body but with a nervy, craving mind. It was wanting something more, something tangible. It sought for reality intensely, always
as if it were not there... But you see at once what I do. I climb."

Alan Wilkinson on Flying Buttress

a 1/4L of wine. The other two are having a nap, so I expect we will
have dinner then another early night to be ready for tomorrow’s walk.

Monday14th – Sulzenhau to Dresdner.  Awoke to 2-3inches of
snow on the ground and it was still snowing. Clearly a change of
plan had to be organised. The hut guardian advised everyone
staying, twenty one people, that it would not be advisable to go on
in the present conditions. We considered our options, staying put or
going down and chose to take the path to the valley then consider
all our options. The track down was very straightforward and
although it continued to snow, we finally descended into rain and
then just general dampness. Having stopped for a hot chocolate at
a hut on the way down we arrived at the valley, waited for the bus
for Innsbruck and went back to the hostel where we stayed on our
first night.
The options considered were to stay in the valley and wait for an
improvement in the weather; we had heard that a high pressure
system was on its way. We were a bit dubious as all the forecasts
we had heard were quite wrong. The next option was to return to
the route when the weather improved or move back up the valley
and do some walking at a lower level and so keep below the
snowline. The last option was to check for an early flight home if the
weather did not improve. This last option was the most popular and
without waiting to see if the weather would improve we booked flights
back to the UK for Wednesday. The rest of the day was spent
mooching about in Innsbruck.

Tuesday 15th – Innsbruck. After breakfast we took the bus to the
airport and bought flights back to the UK. When we came out of the
terminal the sun was shining and it looked like the high pressure

system had arrived! On the way back to town Keith and John decided
to do some sightseeing in town, particularly going to see the Olympic
ski jump centre and I chose to take the bus back up the valley for one
last chance to go up into the mountains. I took the bus as far as
Fulpmes which is a ski area and walked up to a very attractive
viewing point. Having decided that I had to get back for the bus, I
walked down a ski slope and once back at the village waited for the
bus in a bar which was very conveniently next to the bus stop. Back
at the hostel we all met up and went out for a meal.

Wednesday 16th – Innsbruck to Chinnor. The morning flight to
Gatwick was on time and we got back to Chinnor at about 14.30.

Observations. Although we did a lot of planning it seems that we
had different ideas about what the trip would be like. The exposure
on some sections clearly did not appeal to either John or Keith but I
found it a nice change from the walking I am used to in the Chilterns.
I think being involved with ACC had given me a realistic idea of the
terrain we were going to encounter.
The amount of ascent each day was easily achievable, although I
was always pleased to see the hut at the end of each section.
The walking was typical Alpine trails although I was slightly surprised
at the amount of fixed wires and staples that we came across.
I thought all the huts were good and while I prefer a bunk, I did not
object when we had Alpine style shelves.
I regret that I did not consider one further option when our plans had
to change; it was only when I was home on the Wednesday afternoon
and out walking the dog that it occurred to me that I could have
stayed on by myself and done some more of the route or at least
based myself in the valley and walked each day from a static base.
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trip reports
Raven Crag, 17th-18th January 2009
Saturday: Richard Andrews, John and Kay
headed up to Bowfell via Rossett Gill, Angle
Tarn and Esk Hause before retuning via Hell
Gill where they met up with Ruth, Celia, Paul
M and Fiona. Another two groups consiting
of the three Pauls (Nurse, Day & Turton), Nick
L, Ian, Mike, Nick H and Sally were
scrambling up in the Langdale Pikes. Jenny
(apparently ashamed at her lack of fitness)
took the high route from the hut to Elterwater
via Stickle Tarn before returning along the
Cumbria Way whilst Bob and Pam walked
up Browney Gill, over to Wrynose Pass and
back via Blea Tarn.
Sunday:The weather deteriorated somewhat
on Sunday with most parties heading out
before being beaten back by a mixture of gail
force winds, white out, hail and rain.

18-24th January 2009 Aviemore
Scotland
18th Moira, Bill and Barry
Woke up to a lovely covering of snow but a
bit windy so decided on a low level, forest
walk around Loch an Eilein with the intention
of heading up into Allt a Mharcaidh but were
turned back by a little bit of water.Somehow
we managed to have sunshine all a day whilst
all the tops seemed to be getting battered by
wind and snow.

19th Barry, Bill, Moira
Man with cold stayed at home in bed. Bill
and Moira walked from the house into the
hills north of Aviemore, round Craigellachie
and followed the tracks up towards Crag
dearg Mor. Couldn't see the path over the
tops as it was under snow so set off in roughly
the right direction and sank into deep snow
filled heather and even deeper gullies. Bill
even managed to break through to a cold
stream. (added by Bill: I admit i did fall into

a stream, and cold and wet it was too, but
only with one leg. Moira fell in with both legs
and needed to be rescued. I have the
pictures!) Gave up and returned by the same
track

21st Moira, Bill and Barry
The other man with cold stayed behind today
while Moira and Barry had a wild and windy
afternoon on the Aviemore ski slopes.
Certainly nothing at all like skiing in the
Alps!!! But fun in a very masochistic way.
Report from 'man with cold': I walked up
small hill just across the A9 from Aviemore.
very pleasant 2 hrs walk up to fine viewpoint
of N Corries of Cairngorm. Windy & cold
even at low altitude

22nd Moira, Bill and Barry
an excellent walk through the Chalamain
Gap. Plenty of snow and lots and lots of wind.
The path was very icy in places and had us
all skating at times but no falls.

23rd Bill, Barry, Moira
Dropped Bill off at Glenmore Lodge, he
walked the ridge above it. Report from Bill: I
walked up to Ryvoan bothy from Glenmore
Lodge then along ridge from Meall a'
Bhuachaille (810m) to Craiggowrie and then
back through forest to M & B in cafe. Strong
winds and horizontal snow on ridge. Moira
and Barry headed for Coire an lochain
hoping to go up The Couloir, but on getting
to the coire the wind picked up (had only
been about 50mph until then) and we got hit
by driving snow. After digging into a snow
bank for a bit of shelter and a hot drink we
headed back down for a bowl of steaming
soup in the Forestry cafe while waiting for a
wet Bill to descend.

24th Bill, Moira, Barry
Stopped off on the way home at Pitlochry, Bill
bedded himself down in a cafe to spread his
germs on to a new group of people, while
Barry and Moira walked up through the
woods to the Black Spout Waterfall, then
across the fields to the Edradour distillery
(how awful having a distillery en-route), after
a quick sample we headed back to Pitlochry
to collect Bill and sadly left the snow and
weather to return to the tropical south.

Glan Dena 13-15th Feb 2009
Another case where the club meet came just
a little too late to catch the best of the winter
conditions although the promise of some snow
high up saw several groups head out hoping
for some action in the white stuff. A group of
eight (Mike, Lyn, Bill, Geoff, Paul, Kay, John
and Bob) headed up into Cwm Lloer behind
the hut and found some surprisingly good

conditions with some short ice steps. They
continued over Carnedd Daffyd and Carnedd
Llewelyn before Bob led them off route and
they ended up descending a snowed up
boulder field. Kay had an early bath taking
a dip in a stream 100m from the road.
Another group (Barry, Ian, Nick L, Nick H)
were up in the Nameless Cwm where the only
remaining bit of ice was receiving lots of
attention from the assembled masses. Instead
they picked a route up easier slopes and
gullies covered in heavy soft snow. The
undoubted highlight of the day was when
Barry dropped his lunch box and watched
helpless as it burst open sending it’s contents
flying down to the base of the cwm. It’s
amazing how much speed a roll can pick up.

March 7-8 2009, Bowderstone
Nothing in the log book but I do have one
distinct memory – it was extremely wet

April 12-13th 2009, Stanage Edge
Alex,Tom, Nicky, Mick Barnes, Pete Collins,
Diccon, Mike Padmore, Lynn, Nick H Easter
Sunday saw a selection of club members meet
up at the Calver cafe before debunking to
Stanage. Too many routes done to list them
all but the highlights were probably... Alex
doing the bizarre ‘BAW’s Crawl’, Tom
bouldering out the 5c direct start to ‘Step
Ladder Crack’ but then getting stumped by
the 4c jamming crack above. Mick (& Tom)
being rebuffed by the horrible ‘Devils
Chimney’, You may ask what would possess
someone to even attempt a route with a name
like that. Even Bob Lee might think twice about
this one. Nicky doing the glorious ‘Heaven
Crack’ and Diccon ticking the fine but tough
‘Cave Arete’.
The following day I’m back at Stanage, this
time with Sally who had been ordered to
attend her niece’s 2nd birthday party the
previous day – I’d been excused. Not a
massively productive day; probably the best

Barry in search of his lunch box

Barry takes the quick way down
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Nikki on ‘Heaven Crack’

Diccon taking a rest on ‘BAW’s Crawl’

routes were ‘Zagrete’ VS 4b and ‘Paradise
Arete’ VS 4c. This was followed by tea at the
Pool Cafe (vastly superior Tea to that served
up in Outside, you can sit in the sun on the
terrace and they stay open later) and a curry
in Sangams, a regular haunt of ours when
Sally was working in Edale. Nick Haine

April 25-26th 2009, Deniolen
Saturday John, Kay, Nick L & Mick Barnes.
Walked from the hut to Carnedd Y Filiast
followed by Foel Goch, Elidir Fawr and Elidir
Fach. Sally and Nick arriving late headed
into the slate quarries and between the
showers managed to climb Seamstress (VS).
Max, John, Paul and Fiona started from the
Idwal Cottage and scrambled up the East
ridge of Y Garn and on to the summit if Glydr
Fawr before descending down the Gribin
Ridge. Mean while Diccon and Barry had
gone to Gogarth to fulfil a particular ambition

“I had a dream that one day, all things being
equal I would have a chance to climb “The

Dream of White Horses”. Luck was on our
side and a grey morning in the mountains
turned into a sunny afternoon at Gogarth. The
unpromising weather must have put people
off and there was no one else on the route.
Two abseils to the low tide start (you could
do it with one 60m rope) and four fantastic
and very varied pitches later we made it with
no queues! A superb route, a great adventure
getting in to the zawn and unbelievable
exposure.  A five star route and a five star
day – one of the best I’ve ever had!!!”

That evening Mick’s wife, Sue, who had
stayed at the hut all day treated us all to a
fantastic meal
Sunday Nick and Sally spent the day ticking
the various new bolted climbs in Dalis Hole
(from 4 to 6a+) All of which have now been
de-bolted due to their popularity creating
access problems.

2nd May 2009  Cornwall
Pete Templar, Barry Wright Set off very early
Saturday morning for 3 days introducing Pete
to Cornish granite. Arrived in St Just by 11.30
and were soon eating Cornish pasties and
putting the tents up. Went to Chair Ladder for
the afternoon but found huge seas - the lower
platforms were covered even at low tide. But
we still managed to do a few climbs starting
with Barry leading the top half of Softly Softly
(HVS 4c). We then moved over to Carn
Guthenbras where Pete lead Cleavage (HS
4b) and we sneaked around the front
between waves and Barry led Livinbras (HS
4b). On Sunday we joined the crowds at
Bosigran and ticked many of the classics
including Doorpost (HS 4b), Ding (VS 4c),
Little Brown Jug (VS 5a) and finished the day
at 8pm on Picnic (VS 4b in my book but 5a
in the latest guide?). Another fine day on
Monday and we went to Sennen. Pete started
the day by leading Church Window (S 4a),
Barry led Centre Pitch (VS 4a), Pete led
Letterbox (HS 4b) and we finished the trip to
Cornwall with Barry leading the excellent
well-named corner of Vertical Crack (HS 4c).
Barry Wright

3rd May 2009, Shorn Cliff, Wye
Valley
Nick & Sally. Weather looked to be a bit
windy and fancied an alternative to the rather
predictable 'Peak' trip so headed on down to
the Wye Valley and the ever accommodating
Shorn Cliff. My trips to this crag are probably
reaching double figures yet I've still not run
out of quality new routes to tick. After a quick
stop in the Abbey Mill cafe at Tintern (not
great value) we headed off to the crag which
being west facing wasn’t at its warmest. For
a bank holiday the crag seemed relatively
quiet and the secluded nature of the various
sectors make it easy to escape any unwanted
company! A relatively easy start ensued with
‘One less white nigger’ VS 4c, although the
steep start of this route was something of a
shock to the system (I’m reliably informed by
Sally that the name comes from an Elvis
Costello song). This was followed by the
neighbouring ‘Emotional Dyslexia’, HVS 5a
and ‘Motion Pictures’ E1 5b, both excellent
routes and not too stiff for the grade. A quick
spot of lunch and things were beginning to
warm up a bit so we made our way to the
Great Central Cave area, home to many
classic HVS’s. I opted for the less popular but
still excellent ‘Treason’ HVS 5a followed by
‘The Spanish Inquisition’ E1 5a, described as
having good but spaced protection. Half way
up the route I was declaring that the
protection was good and the route was never
E1, what I didn’t know at this point was that
the gear I’d just placed, would be the last I’d
get until after the crux which was to make an
unwelcome appearance some 3m above. This
involved making a high step onto sloping foot
holds to reach some small muddy pockets. I’m
still not exactly sure what happened next, but
on reaching the pockets my feet parted
company with the rock and for one rather
worrying moment I was more off than on and
heading for what would have been a pretty
spectacular descent. I’m still not quite sure
how I managed to cling on, but cling on I did,
and having regained some form of
composure completed the route. Somewhat
chastened by this experience and the fact that
it was now 6:30 we decided to call it a day
and on the third attempt found a pub still
serving food (The Wye Valley Hotel in Tintern
– looks a bit like a ‘Hungry Horse’ chain pub
from the outside but isn’t - food and beer were
good) Nick Haine

19th-22nd June 2009,
Clecy, Normandy, France
Mick Barnes, Richard Andrews, Barry Wright,
Peter Collins  A 4 day weekend arranged by
Mick, saw 4 us on the Thursday overnight
ferry from Portsmouth To Le Harve. After A
few drinks in the bar and after putting the
world to rights, it was not such an early night
to bed. But in the morning after a short drive,Pete Templar on ‘Ding’ at Bosigran
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and a relaxing breakfast in Clecy we put the
tents up at campsite and it was onto the crag
by 1200. Climbing on The local Crag at
Clecy. Bit of a cross between Shepherd’s and
Tremadog but of course with lovely big ring
bolts every few meters to take the worry
away. Next day Saturday it was over to
Mortain, about 25 miles away. This is a
quartz crag, with a free standing pinnacle.
Bit like an inland Gogarth, but this time bolts
not quite so nicely placed. 6 bolts in 30
meters on an overhanging face makes you
get a move on. Then on Sunday it was over
to Falaise 10 miles away for some more
cragging on a small quartz crag. Monday
morning was climbing at Clecy again before
heading in the afternoon for the ferry home.
A Lovely relaxing weekend. I can feel this
becoming an annual trip for me…..Peter
Collins

16-17th May 2009 Low House
Coniston
No reports although I have found a photo

Falcliffe Cottage 27-29th June 2009
Nick, Chris and Freddy Lovell, Paul Turton,
Ian and Ruth Davison, Kay and John King,
Pete Templar, Mike Padmore, Fiona
Broadbent, Paul Matthews, Jon Erwood, Pete
Anderson, Simon Randall, Barry Wright.
Looked like a good day on the Saturday with
most of the club heading out to Dovestone
Tor. Everyone seemed to climb Slab Happy
S4a, and Slow Cooker S4a. Pete T., Mike
and Barry climbed Slocum S4a, Barney
Rubble VS4c, Brown Windsor VS4b, Route
1 VS4c and Bare Foot D (barefooted). Kay
climbed Conker VD and Slab Happy S4a.
John ticked Gargoyle traverse S, Jacobite’s
Route D, Stingray VDiff, Windblasted D,
Boneyard Buttress VDiff, and Dovestone Wall
V Diff. Freds led Handy Wall Hole S4a,

Stingray V Diff, Dovestone Wall VDiff. Freds
led again at Stanage the next day, and
carried on leading after decking out!

Caseg Fraith 10-12th July 2009
Family Meet
Moira Gainey, Mike and Katherine Erwood,
Jane Atkin, Diccon, Matthew and Tom
Proctor, Max Ingham-Johnson and Rebecca,
Matthew, Emma and Zoe Smith, Pete, Sue,
Molly and Henry Templar, Mel, Maryke,
Julian and Raymond Gosliga, Alan and
Dorothy Wilkinson and two nieces, Mark and
Lawrence Burkitt, Paul Matthews and two
guests, Bill Russell, Ruth and Ian Davison, Paul
Turton, Val Lum, Jon Erwood, Paul and
Rebecca Nurse, Simon Randall, Nick Haine
and Sally Woodbridge.
Lots of excellent family days out and a huge
feast on the Saturday night. Saturday saw
families walking to Idwal, round Devils
Kitchen and Llyn Ogwen (Moira, Mike and
Katherine); going to Anglesey (the
Proctors),visiting Swallow Falls (the Templars
and the Smiths) with a bit of abseiling
practice near the hut later (with Paul and
Rachel Nurse and Simon). On Sunday Zoe
Smith and Molly Templar both led at Little
Tryfan (Molly’s first lead) and Katherine
Erwood did her first big climbs and descent
by herself. Sally and Nick wore themselves
out on Saturday with a full round of the
Carneddau then climbed at Worlds End,
Llangollen on the way home. No other notes
in the log book about what the other grown
ups got up to.

12-13th Sept 2009, Carnyorth,
Cornwall (dinner Meet)
Again nothing in the log book. From what I
remember the weather was excellent and
large party climbed at Sennen on the
Saturday and at Bosigran on Sunday. For

some reason during the meal Nick Lovell
ended up wearing a dress.

25th-27th September 2009, Peak
District
John King & Bill Russell. Friday evening was
spent at Froggatt Edge. Allen Slab (S),
Heather Wall (S), Sunset Crack (VS'ish) and
finally at sunset we climbed Sunset Slab (VS
to HVS depending on your attitude to the lack
of protection)
On Saturday we went to Rivelin Edge to
escape from the runners. Fantastic place, lots
of trees and sunshine. We climbed Solataire
(VD), Angle Crack (D), Rodney's Dilemma (S),
Lichen Route (S), Left Holly Pillar Crack (S),
Renshaw's Remedy (VD), Root Route (S), Face
Climb (VD) and top roped Face Climb 1.5
(VS).
Sunday was another escape from the hordes
on Freshers meets. We went to Wharncliffe
Edge. A different grit experience as it
overlooked a housing estate and had
electricity pylons to help you find your route.
Another good day was had by all. Beta Crack
(S), Romulus (VD), Remus (S), Black slab Left
(VD) Black Slab Centre (HD) Puttrell's Progress
(S), Tower Face (HS) and top roped Fly Wall
(HS).)

10th – 11th October 2009, Starkey Hut,
Patterdale
Pete Templar, Jon Erwood, Barry Wright, Kay
King, Val Lum and probably a few more.
On Saturday Pete, Jon, Barry, Kay and Val
did the classic Striding Edge / Swirral Edge
/ Catstye Cam round.  On the Sunday Pete,
Jon and Barry did Pinnacle Ridge on St
Sunday Crag. Again nothing else in the log
book.

trip reports continued

Pete Collins not looking too
impressed by Cornish Granite

Bob above Dow Crag

Nick in Dress
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Diccon on Central Gully

14th-15th November 2009, Tan Y
Garth, Capel Curig
Pete Templar, Paul Nurse, Neil Richardson,
Liz Davies, Ian and Ruth Davison and
probably a few more.
Pete T., Paul N. and Neil climbed Ordinary
Route on Idwal slabs in full ‘fishladder’
conditions.  The Sunday saw all the club do
a mass ascent of the North Ridge of Tryfan.

5-6th December 2009, Homestead
Bunkhouse Bamford
Sally Woodbridge, Nick Haine, Jenny Tilden-
Walker, Paul Turton, Simon Randall, Paul
Day, Paul Nurse, Ian Davison, Bob Lee, Bill
Russell, Pete Templar, Amy Kilpin, Lucie
Taylor, Jon Erwood and possibly more.
Saturday: Sally and Nick H. left the hut at
7am to do the 20 or so mile Edale Horseshoe,
cold and a bit breezy but no real snow or
rain. Pete and crew climbed lots of routes at
Froggatt in the cold.
Sunday: Pete, Jon, Amy and Lucie walked
from Stanage plantation to the Fox House for
a pint via Higgar Tor and back along
Burbage South and North.

2nd January 2010, North Wales
Diccon, Pete T, Barry W. First winter trip of
the year hoping for good winter conditions.
Drove to Bethseda on Friday night and had
a cosy night sleeping in the back of Diccon's
Galaxy, which was surprisingly comfortable.
Up at 5am the next morning to walk in to
Black Ladders. The cloud was down so had
great difficulty finding anything and the snow
conditions were poor (graupel). However, we
eventually found Central Gully and after a bit
of waiting got on to the first pitch - a nice ice
fall.

The climb deteriorated from there on and
three cold and tired people emerged on the
top a lot of hours later in a howling gale just

before dark. Diccon then did an excellent job
of navigating us off the mountain via the
summit of Carnedd Dafydd. We eventually
got back to civilisation and the highlight of
the day was being met at the bottom by the
owner of the bunkhouse holding cans of beer
for us. After a very good nights sleep we
headed off to Devil's Kitchen in excellent
conditions and had a much nicer (and shorter)
day climbing The Ramp.

16-17th Jan 2010, Dunmail Raise
Paul Turton, Paul Day, Paul Nurse, Paul
Matthews, Fiona Broadbent, Jackie Newman,
Claire Guy, Pat Posthill, Barry Wright, Kay
King, Zoe King, Max Ingham-Johnson, Pete
Templar, Diccon Proctor, Ian and Ruth
Davison, Neil Richardson, Nick Lovell, Val
Lum, Geoff Bowles, Alan Wilkinson, Nick
Haine, Sally Woodbridge.
Saturday: Diccon, Paul Day / Nurse /
Turton, Pete T. Neil Sally and Nick H..
Precipitation! Lots! Floundered up to
Grisedale and practiced ice axe braking.
Sunday: Pete T., Paul N., Paul D. and
Diccon. More clag! More floundering!! In the
vicinity of Ruthwaite Cove. Sally and Nick H.
headed off to Blencathra as they had done
on Friday 15th. This time the winds had
dropped and they successfully completed
Sharp Edge (Grade I / II) and, after a bit of
nifty navigation on the summit, dropped down
via Hallsfell ridge (Grade I).

20-21st Feb, Bryn Brethynau, Capel
Curig
Pete Templar, Amy Kilpin and I’m sure a lot
more but again nothing in the log book.
Pete and Amy did the northern half of the
Snowdon Horseshoe (Grade I) (Amy using
crampons for the first time) from Pen-Y-Pass.

On Sunday,due to a big dump of fresh snow,
Pete and Amy scrapped initial plans for Tryfan
north ridge and instead waded up to Glyder
Fach from Caseg Fraith.

20-21st March – Bowderstone, Lakes
Sally Woodbridge, Nick Haine, Fiona
Broadbent, Jon Erwood, Mike Padmore, Phil
Parry, Amy Kilpin, Pete Templar, Alan
Wilkinson, Richard Andrews.
Saturday: Had just missed the last proper
snow conditions by about 2/3 days. A little
bit of snow was left in the gullies of Great End
but it was soft and uninspiring. Pete T. and
Amy, after a slightly later than planned start
(still early by all except Pete Collins / Bob Lee
standards) headed up Scafell via the Corridor
route and back via Great End. Sally and Nick
H. walked from the hut and headed up
towards Stonethwaite and then on up
Langstrath Valley up onto Esk Hause then
down Ruddy Gill into Seathwaite, tea and
cake in Rosthwaite and back to the hut in the
process guiding down a couple of lost hikers
from Manchester in the process.
Sunday: Sally and Nick H. set out for
Haystacks from Gatesgarth and returned via
Scarth Gap Pass, finishing before the rain
came in. Pete T. and Amy did Sharp Edge

Phil on the Heather Terrace, Tryfan

Nick on Glyder Fawr
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(Grade I/II) onto Blencathra and back via
Hallsfell (Grade I) without incident. Richard
Andrews, Fiona, Jon, Alan, Mike and Phil also
headed onto the same route later. Alan had
a slip very near the end of the route leading
to a night in Carlisle hospital and an extra
night in the Lakes for Richard and Fiona so
they could drive him back home the following
day.

17-18th April – Pen Ceunant Uchaf,
Llanberis
Jenny Tilden-Walker, Barry Wright, Kay King,
Neil Richardson, Pete Templar, Nick Lovell
and Guest
Saturday: A beautiful sunny day but a cold,
although not strong, breeze. Pete T. and Neil
climbed Hope VDiff and Lazerus S on Idwal
Slabs. Nick Lovell and his guest and Barry
and Kay headed over to Ogwen Valley after
finding the parking spaces up the pass all full.
Sally and Nick H. went over to a very quiet
Tremadog and climbed Valerie’s Rib HS and
the superb 4 pitch One Step in the Clouds VS.
Jenny, nursing a skiing injury, walked from
the hut towards Cloggy and nature watched
and sunbathed.
Sunday: A colder day. The club staged a
mass ascent of Snowdon via the Grade I
scramble up the Eastern Terrace of Clogwyn
Du’r Arddu. Pete T and Neil continued round
the northern half of the Horseshoe taking in
a West to East traverse on Crib Goch and
down to the Pen-Y-Pass to be met by Nick L..
Sally and Nick H. just went as far as Cloggy
and back to the hut due to Nick’s injuries
(don’t ask - they were however sustained in
the call of duty ). Jenny joined in for the first
part of the walk.

14th-16th May 2010 Lawrenny
Millenium Hostel, Pembrokeshire
Jon Erwood, Paul Turton, Jenny Walker, Paul
Nurse, Paul Matthews, Fiona Broadbent,
Simon Randall, Tom Beckley, Lyn Griffiths,
Phil Parry, Pete Templar, Diccon Proctor, Nick
Lovell, Val Lum, Alan Wilkinson, Sally
Woodbridge, Bob Lee, Mike Padmore, Amy
Kilpin, Adrian Mortimer (Guest), Mick Barnes

Friday: Pete T. and Tom arrived early and
climbed Armorican VS4c (Pete’s lead) at
Craig Caerfai “excellent sustained sandstone
slab” and The Arrow E15b(Tom’s lead) at
“superb steep limestone”.
Saturday: A large group went to Saddle
Head. Diccon and Paul N. set up an abseil
and most of the accessible routes were
climbed including Blue Sky, a 2 pitch VS4b
and Sea Mist HS4a. Pete T

Sunday:There was heavy rain overnight so
this was more of a walking day. Sally, Bob
and Jon drove to Tenby for coffee followed
by a short walk along the coast above Becks
Point in the rain. Lyn, Mike, Paul T., Nick L.,
Phil and Jenny headed west from Tenby, the
sun came out after a 2 pint pub stop and a
coastal walk followed. Mick, Alan and Val
went hiking in the Brecon Beacons just as the
weather cleared

9th May 2010 - Stanage
Pete T, Nikki and Tom drove up to Hathersage
on Sunday 9th May, trusting an optomistic
Metcheck weather forecast. We met up with
a friend of Pete's, Mita, who had driven
across from Manchester. After a spot of
breakfast in the Outside shop cafe, we went
on to Stanage plantation. Pete started the day
with a lead of Paradise Arete, VS4c, Nikki
and Mita seconding, each on a half rope.
Nikki and Tom then went off and set up a
toprope on Mitchpitch, E15c and Pete and
Mita moved along toward the Popular end
climbing Cleft Wall Route 1. Graded at
HS4b, it turned out to be the hardest route of
the day for Pete and Mita, winter training at
the wall being no preparation for climbing
grit offwidths!
Nikki and Tom completed toprope ascents of
Mitchpitch but decided against soloing it and
moved along to Finale, HVS6a and the right
hand side of the Popular end. Tom had
bouldered out the 6a starting moves before
but wanted to lead the entire route. A strong
start and he was away, climbing it cleanly
and smoothly.
Pete and Mita went off to climb Heather Wall,
a favourite VS4c of Pete's and a welcome
change from the thrutching and graunching
of the previous route!
Nikki was talked into leading Heather Wall
and cruised it while Pete and Mita went off
to climb Castle Crack, HS4b and also did the
optional VS4c arete finish.
Mita had to head for home after that and with
a bit of encouragement Pete led Lancashire
Wall HVS5a, thoroughly enjoying the steep
top section. Tom and Nikki both seconded
clean and then we headed off for Tom to lead
Eliminator, HVS5b for the last climb of the
day.
Tom put in a strong lead, climbing it cleanly
in one push. Pete and Nikki both seconded
clean, each using different footwork
techniques to reach the top of the sloping
arete.
Off the crag and headed home, stopping at
the chip shop in Chesterfield en route.
All in all, a good day. Good weather and
some nice routes that had been on our 'to do'

lists for a while and nice to be out on warm
real rock again. Roll on summer!

31st May 2010  Roaches
Pete Templar, Vikki Moore. We'd arranged
to go up to the Eastern Peak to meet up with
some friends but got a call at the end of the
M40 to divert to the Roaches. Vikki had done
1 trad lead before. We started off with Pete
leading Prow cracks (VD) with Vikki and
Jackie following then Vikki led Prow corner
cracks (VD) and Pete helped her set up belay
at the top. A wander to the other end of the
crag and Pete led Chicken run (VD) followed
by Maud's garden, done in two pitches with
the Severe start up the middle of the slab.
After a spot of late lunch with our friends (who
had been bouldering on the Upper Tier
boulders) we did Pedestal Route (S) with Vikki
leading the first pitch and Pete leading the
second. We packed up and headed for
dinner in the Rock Inn before driving home
on very quiet Bank holiday roads. A good
day with Vikki bagging 2 good leads and a
first multi-pitch experience.

23rd June 2010  Stanage
Pete T, Nicki, Tom, Vikki, Dave M, Alex, Kay,
Barry  Hot hot hot. Surprisingly not too
busy at Stanage Popular and we all ticked
some good routes. Tom started the day off
well with Flying Buttress Direct and kept the
pressure up by following it with Easter Rib and
then Twintrin. Kay and Barry did Oblique
Crack, Flying Buttress, Christmas Crack, Right
Hand Trinity and followed Pete up Easter Rib,
his 3rd E1 lead. Vicky did her 1st outdoor
lead on Hollybush Crack. The only
disappointment was the pub running out of
food - but we had fish & chips instead so it
wasn't too bad! Did I mention it was HOT!

trip reports continued

Lyn on ‘Apple Arete’ at Gardoms
May 09
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Alex MacIntyre Memorial Hut, Glencoe,
Scotland 5th–12th June 2010

Present: Richard Andrews, Fiona Broadbent, Pete
Collins, Jon Erwood, Lyn Griffiths, Claire Guy, Nick
Haine, Kay King, Val Lum, Paul Matthews, Mike
Padmore, Neil Richardson, Bill Russell, Jenny
Tilden-Walker, Paul Turton, Alan Wilkinson, Sally
Woodbridge, Barry Wright.

This was an very successful, well attended meet at
a well maintained, cosy hut . The first Saturday,
Sunday and Thursday were perfect hill days with
the rainfall and midge count generally low. Over
half the group tackled the Ballachulish horseshoe
together at the start of the week and two thirds of
the group completed the Aonach Eagach Ridge
during the trip, some for the first time. The
Buachaille was a popular destination with Agag’s
Groove, Curved Ridge and Crowberry Tower all
being sampled. Spartan Slab on the Etive Slabs
was climbed as were Raeburn’s Arete, North East
Buttress and Tower Ridge on the Ben. Polldubh
classics such as The Gutter, Resurrection and
Damnation were all ticked and Ardnamurchan Ring
Crags with their excellent situation and range of
climbing grades, became a popular day out.

Three small groups bivied out separately during the
week, one group making use of the summit shelter
on Ben Nevis. It was a great week for hillwalking
too with many reaching the summits of the Ben, the
Buachaille, Ben Starav in the Etives and numerous
munros on the ridgeline of the Mamores.

All this activity was justly rewarded with good food
and beer in the Clachaig, some very appetising
food cooked in the hut, including one very locally
sourced fish, and, on many nights, a sociable
snifter of whisky before bedtime. All in all an
excellent meet to mark our President’s (aka Mother
Hen’s) entry into a new decade of her life.

Saturday 5th June
Bill, Pete C. and Jon drove up on Friday and on
Saturday climbed Agag’s Groove *** V. Diff.
“Everyone should do this route, sensational!”. Sally
and Nick had stayed in Arrochar, close to Loch
Lomond, on the Friday night and on a hot Saturday
ventured up to the top of the centre peak of The
Cobbler (Ben Arthur) Mod **.Paul T. and Jenny
went to Ardnamurchan for a river walk. The day
ended with Jenny celebrating her 70th birthday with
a dinner at the Loch Leven Hotel with many of the
group, then back to the hut for whiskies all round!

Sunday 6th June
Claire, Kay, Barry, Jon, Val, Alan, Nick, Sally,
Fiona and Paul M. completed the Ballachulish
horseshoe starting by traversing the lower part of
Creag Ghorm, taking the route anticlockwise,
finishing by dropping off the shoulder of Sgorr
Dhearg 1024m. “Fabulous day…the ‘ridge’
leading to Sgorr Dhonuill (1001m) was full of small
tops and following downs (potentially a nightmare
in the clag). A wonderful day apart from the final
descent through heather and new forest…”. Mike,
Lyn, Richard, Neil, Pete C. and Bill drove to
Ardnamurchan Ring crags. Pete C and Bill climbed
five routes ranging from a Diff with an HS finish
through to VS on Meall an Fhir-Eoin Beag. “Lovely
gabbro, lovely sunny day”. Mike, Lyn, Richard and
Neil climbed at Meal Sanna, had an ice-cream at

the Point and caught the ferry home. Jenny and
Paul T. took in a horseshoe including the munro
Ben Starav in Glen Etive “a great day. All thanks
to Diccon’s treatment of my ski injuries” Jenny.

Monday 7th June
Pete C. and Bill climbed Spartan Slab ***VS at
Etive Slabs, “good route, good weather, no midges
and back before the rain”. Mike, Paul T. and Neil
scrambled up Broad Ridge to the summit of the
Buachaille. Barry, Kay, Claire, Alan, Fiona, Paul
M., Jon and Jenny climbed and walked around
Ardnamurdan Ring Crags. Sally and Nick climbed
Quiver Rib ***Diff on the deserted Aonach Dubh
East Face, the most committing section being the
scramble to the start. Val, Lyn and Richard turned
a short gentle walk in Glen Etive into a full Scottish
mountain day by fording the River Etive near the
Gualachulain car park and following the route of
a stream through steep vegetation to the summit
ridge of Ben Starav. The return via the bridge was
enlivened by pouring rain and swarms of midges
in the car park.

Tuesday 8th June
Low cloud and the possibility of thunderstorms in
the late afternoon spurred Nick and Sally into a
prompt start and speedy completion of the Aonach
Eagach ridge.  For most it was a Glen Nevis day.
Jenny, Claire, Barry, Kay, Neil, and Paul T. walked
up the valley. Mike, Lyn, Alan, Bill and Pete C.
climbed at Polldubh including Resurrection VS***,
Fear HS, The Gutter Diff*** (some soloed) and a
VDiff slab. Rain and midges stopped play at
teatime. Fiona and Richard headed into the
Mamores climbing Sgurr an Lubhair and Stob Ban,
brushing up their navigational skills and
entertaining the Mamore Lodge collie for the day.

Wednesday 9th June
Buachaille Etive Mor for most of the group today.
Claire and Val did the classic 15k walk up Coire
na Tulaich within the steep headwall to Stob Dearg,
then onto Stob na Doire, Stob Coire Altrium and
Stob na Baige. Then back off the last 2 summits for
the descent path onto a newly laid Lairig Garthain.
Kay and Barry climbed Curved ridge and
Crowberry Tower. Fiona, Alan and Richard
completed a scramble starting at Broad Buttress.
Sally and Nick set off after lunch for a wild camp
in the Mamores. From the Mamore lodge they
headed north-east summiting Sgurr Eilde Mor,
heading towards Meall Doire na h-Achlais before
cutting down to a wild camp on the Allt Coire a
Bhinnein at the eastern end of Glen Nevis. Jenny,
Jon, Lyn and Paul T. walked through Glen Etive.
Mike and Neil planned to do Great Ridge on
Garbh Beinn but, due to wind (and the rack being
left in the car), scrambled instead, having the
mountain to themselves.

Thursday 10th June
Fantastic weather, very sunny, little wind, only a
few midges and no cloud on Ben Nevis. An Aonach

Eagach ridge day for most the group including
Barry, Kay, Neil, Paul T., Val, Claire, Lyn and
Jenny. They used a variation from the normal route
by ascending from the A82 via the Devil’s
staircase. One highlight was seeing a ptarmigan
and her chicks at very close quarters.Sally and Nick
left their wild camp for a fantastic ridge day
bagging 5 pointy munros. It began with nipping
up Binnein Beag via the west ridge after leaving
the rucksacks at the base.Then onto Binnein Mor
via the North Ridge onto another top at 1062m
then onto Na Gruagaichean, Stob Coire a Chairn
and Am Bodach on the ring of Steall before
finishing at the Mamore lodge at 6pm. Ben Nevis
was the chosen destination for Pete C. Bill, Mike,
Richard, Fiona and Paul M.. Pete C. and Bill
climbed Raeburn’s Arete **(S), followed by NE
Buttress*** (VDiff) in 5 hours giving 11hours
45mins hut to hut. “Atmospheric mists swirled
around the corrie, clearing later to give wonderful
views … another great day out in the mountains”.
Fiona and Paul M. ascended Ben Nevis and bivied
in the summit shelter overnight hoping for some
good shots from the summit at dawn. Mike P. and
Richard climbed Tower Ridge***(D).

Friday 11th June
The last full day for most of the group with misty,
drizzly weather with a few sunny breaks. Claire
and Paul T. headed to the Buachaille for an ascent
of Curved Ridge. They avoided the slab at the base
by moving a few metres left and used their route
finding skills to avoid a wet Crowberry Tower.
“Fabulous day”. A few groups visited Polldubh at
different times during the day. These included Mike
and Pete C. (rained off) ; Kay and Barry (one route
on Styx buttress, midged off); Sally and Nick
(Resurrection ***VS 4c and Damnation **VS 4c).
Some went walking in Glencoe. Richard and Alan
went for a wander as did Jenny, Neil and Val
(who’d taken a lift up the valley with Paul T. and
Claire) The last walk included a fabulous find of a
stag’s skull with antlers attached in great condition
(only whiffed a little bit). Friday finished with a
beery night at the Clachaig for some, and a
gourmet dinner at the hut for others, impressively
including Pina Coladas (a club first?).

Saturday 12th and Sunday 13th June
Jenny and Paul T. fitted in a backpacking trip
despite plans being compromised by a train crash
closing the road near Tainault.

Sally Woodbridge

Loch Leven from the Mamores

Richard’s car gets ‘Pimped Up’
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2010

June   26-27th   Raven Crag Hut, Langdale, (BBRCC)

July    4th   Climb and BBQ

   9-11th  Mill Climbing Centre, South Molton,
      North Devon

   30-1st Aug Caseg Fraith, Ogwen valley, (ULGMC)

Aug B/H:  28-30th  Camping Meet TBA (possibly Gower)

Sep    17-19th  Rydal Hall Bunkhouse, Grasmere

Oct    8-10th   Count House, Cornwall, (CC)

Nov   5-7th  Rydd Ddu, Snowdonia, (OREAD MC)

   8th   Slide Show (Squash Club)

   14th  Chiltern Chase

Dec    10-12th    Homestead Bunkhouse, Bamford, Peak

   17th  Christmas Dinner (Venue TBA)

Jan    14-16th   Dunmail Raise, Grasmere (Achilli Ratti)

Feb    17-19th  Glan Dena, Ogwen valley, (MAM),

Mar   4-6th  High House, Borrowdale (KFellfarers)

Apr    8-10th    Peak District - TBA

May   13-15th  Pen Ceunant Uchaf, Llanberis (Chester
      MC)

June   4-11th   Scotland meet - ?
      Cairngorms/Sutherland/Skye

June   10-12th  Torver, Conniston (Lancashire CCC)

July    22-24th   Caseg Fraith, Wales

Sep    9-11th   Dinner meet

Dec   9-11  Peak District

 Chairman    Paul Turton    01844 238518
 President    Jenny Walker    01296 713269
 Secretary    Mick Barnes    01844 352102
 Meets     Diccon Proctor   01844 292864
 Membership   Sally Woodbridge   01525 385810
 Treasurer    Sue Templar    01296 630513
 Social     Pete Templar    01296 630513
 Communications  Nick Haine     01525 385810

 Committee Members

Meets & Events

Newsletter Contibutions
Please send all newsletter
contributions (news, articles, meet
reports, reviews, photos etc..) to
nick.haine@talktalk.net. Can accept
most formats, including legible hand
writing. If sending photos please do
not place in a word document. Please
do your best to check spellings,
especially of route or place names.

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the
committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole

Recycling on Meets
Many of the huts that we visit do not have refuse collections
and therefore we have to remove any rubbish generated
during our stay which over a weekend can amount to a
considerable quantity. It’s not, however, just about
convenience and as a group of people who have a common
interest in the wild natural environment then we should have
a greater awareness of our environmental impact.  If a hut
does not have dedicated recycling facilities then it would be
good if all club members would take responsibility for their
own recyclables. If you had room to bring it then you should
have room to take it home! This applies to glass bottles, steel
and aluminium cans, plastics and cardboard.  It would be
especially pleasing to see this put into practice at the family
meet at Caseg Fraith where someone always seems to end
up taking home a huge bag of rubbish and an equally huge
bag of glass bottles.

“Mick plans his next trip to the Tyrol”
The editor would like to point out that he did not source the
above image - it was actually sent in by Mick although he
claims not to have taken it.

2011

Navigation Training
The club is considering organising some navigation training which will
be open to any interested members. This probably won’t take place until
next spring but we would like to get an idea of numbers and the level of
training desired. Please let Sally or Diccon know if you are interested.


